UNIVERSITY OF MUMBAI

GRADE POINT :   10           9                8                7
GRADE       :   O            A                B                C                D                E                P
MARKS       : >=80     >=75 and <80     >=70 and <75     >=60 and <70
CG:sum of product of credits & grades  CG:sum of credit points   SGPI: CG/CG
G:grade  GP:gradepoints  C:credits  CP:credit points  CGPI:Cumulative Grade Performance Index

15187004  VAITY OMKAR PRAKASH VANDANA                           (ELECTIVE: MTE8045:PRODUCT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT)
15187002  DEKATEY LAVLEEN PRABHAKAR MEGHA                       (ELECTIVE: MTE8042:ROBOTICS AND MACHINE VISION)

SEAT_NO  NAME                                                                                     
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I: 5.61  ;  SEM
II: 6.74  ;  SEM
III: 5.07  ;  SEM
IV: 4.74  ;  SEM
V: 5.57  ;  SEM
VI: 0.00  ;  SEM
VII: 5.46   ;  CGPI: 5.90
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GRADE : 0 A B C D E F
GRADE POINT : 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

---
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